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If a graph G contains a cycle of length E, then clearly G a.lso contains a path of 
length at least l- I (and this is best possible if d is hamiitonian). In this paper, we 
discuss the converse question. Suppose that one knows that a certain graph G 
contains a path of length 1. What can one say about the length of a longest cycle in 
G? This question was first stud&l by Dirac [2], who proved that if G is a 
2-connected graph which contains a piatb of length 2, then G must contain a cycle 
of length at least (22)li2 . As Dirac noted, by more careful reasoning one can prove 
that such a graph does, in fact, contain a cycle of length a? least 211f2 (see, also, 
Voss [6]). Thus if fk(l) denotes the largest integer m such that every k-connected 
graph which contains a path of length k also contains a cyclk: of length at least m, 
we have 
fz(Z) 2 21 li2. 0) 
That this bound is sharp is demonstrated by examples such as the one shown in 
Fig. 1. 
In this paper, we examine the analogous question for 3-connected graphs, and 
prove that 
where QI! = log, 2. 
F,g. 1. . 
(2) 
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In the spe:cial ( ase of 3-regular 3-connected graphs, the lower bound in (2: can 
be substantially i inproved. Let g(l) denote the largest integer m such that every 
3-regular 3-corm zcted graph which contains a path of length I also contains a 
cycle of length a least tn. We show th;lt 
(3) 
Extensions of (2) to k-connected graphs are also discussc:d. 
2. vines 
I.A!t L = W,,Wl ’ * . W( be a path of k:n;gth 1 in a k-connected graph G. Our 
strategy will be first to identify a subgraph 1-I of G which contains L and whose 
structure is relatively simple. We shall then establish, in the special case k = 3, the 
existence of a set of cycles in H which between them cover every edge of L a 
certain number of times, thereby yielding a lower bound on the average length of 
: hese cycles. 
If u and u are vertices of L we write u < ;I on L to indicate that u precedes u 
on L. The notation P[u, u J will be used to describe a path P with origin u and 
terminus u. A uine on 1, is a set ‘9 =(P,[u,* Ui]: 1 s i G t-n} of internally-disjoint 
paths $uch that 
(1) P,nk={Z.&ZIi}, lSiSf?Z; 
(2) w,,=u,~u,Cv,~u~~v~~u~~~~~~z~,~vu,_1~2),=w~ on L. 
RougHy speaking, a vine is a sequence of paths proceeding along L from its 
origin to its, terminus in such a way tha. each path “overlaps” the preceding and 
succeeding paths but no others. It cdn also be regarded as a minimal set 
{P,[u,. c,]: 1 G I s rn} of internally-disjoint paths which satisfy (1) and. for which 
I Y(t):” , P, ) is 2-connected. Fig. 1 can be thought of as a path L with a vine 9 
on L whose paths) fi are single edges. 
We call vines 9 = { Pi[Ui, Ui]: 1 s i G ITZ) alnd 9 = (Qj[Xj, yj]: 1~1 s n) on L 
tlisjoint if: 
II\ Iii r(QjC V(L) for all i,i, l<EiSUl, la_jSn; 
12) U, ‘= “, ~ Ui -’ Wo; 
(3) L:, -= Yj rs Ui =~ WI. 
Fig. 2(a) d!epicts two disjoint vines on a path. 
I. 1~ L be a path in a k-connected graph G. 7’hen there exist k -- 1 
pcAinui!,e-disjlr,rnt vi es 9,, 9,, . . . , Pk_, on L. 
Proof. Let I = M’,,W, * * ’ ‘VI. For any (wo, w&path P in G, we defim a famil:r 9 of 
path i is follows. Let V(P) n V(I.) = {L”*, z2, . . . , z,}, where Zi < Zi+l OII P. We set 
P = (P[i!i, Zi b 11: Zi < Zi+ 1 on I-4). 
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It follows from this definition that if 
Sj ={Wo, WI, w m l 3 wj-J and Tj ={Wj+l, wj+2, - ti l 9 ~1) 
then 9’ contains an (Si3 IT;,)-path avoiding WI:, for any i SU& that wj$ V(P). 
Since G is k-connected, there are k internally-disjoint (w,, wl)-paths 
01: QB l * l , C?k in G. We construct the families 11, 92, . . . , Sk as above and set 
Because the rlaths Qi are internally-disjoint, at most one of them includes any 
particular Wj, 1 pi < 1. Thus !2 contains at least k - 1 (Sj, q)-paths avoiding wj, 
for every i, I :si < 1. 
We now construct the desired vines inductively. Initially, we select, from 9, 
k - 1 (S,, ‘I&)-paths PI, P2,. . . , Pk_l which avoid wl, and set Pi = {Pi}, 11 s i G 
k - 1. At each subsequent stage, we modify the families !& as fol8ow~. Let pi 
denote the vertex of 9i which is furthest from w0 on L. If p1 = p2 = l l l = pk _1 = wl, 
then the families Pi are vines satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Otherwise, 
we may assume (relabelling if necessary) that Wj = p1 < p2G l * l C pk-l. Each 
Pi, 2 G i G k - 1, contains precisc!y one (S, ‘?&path avoiding Wj = pl. Therefore, 
there is at least one more such path P in 9\ UF:,! Pi. Let wi be the origin of Z? 
We now modify the family CP, 3y adding P and removing all of the paths whose 
terrnini lie in L[wi, wj], with the excepion of the one whose origin lies closest to 
wO: the families Pi, 2~ i SE k - 1, remain the same. 
This procedure termina&s with k - 1 pairwise-disjoint v&s PI, &, . . . , ~k-_l- 
Remmk The case k = 2 of Lemma :i is equivalent to Lemmma 2 of [2], and Dlrac’s 
bound (1) can be derived by considf:ring various cycles in the subgraph deter- 
mined by L and 9,. 
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Fig. 3. 
Wc now describe two operations on vines which serve to sim&fy their 
structure. Let 9 ={Pi[U,, UiJ* Jn 1 zg i s m} and 41 = {Qi [Xi, yj]: 1 C= i 6 PI} be disjoint 
vines on a path L. 
(i 1 Suppose that, for some i, j, k, we have 
ui+ 1 <: yi s Xj+lc < IJi on i (4) 
(as in Fig. 2(a), with i = 1, j = 1, k = 2). Then there exist r, s such that 
L nd we can form wo new disjoint vines 
such that 19’ U 2!‘1< i’? U 2). 
This operation is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
(ii) Suppose thati there is no occurrence of (i) but that, for some i and i, we 
have 
ias in Fig. 2(a‘) with i = 2, i = 3). We can Ithen form two new disjoint vines 
such that 
u!+1 <n;+,4cy;-+ on L 
where l-l:,, = X,+1, X:+1 = Lt?j+l*t ye = yj and O~=II, (see Fig. 4). 
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Lemma 1 ensures the existence, in a k-connected graph G, of k - 1 painvise- 
disjoint vines 9, ,9*, . . . , ~k_-lc We shall henceforth assume that these vines have 
been chosen so that IUf:l Pi\ is s small as possible; thus, by operation fi), no 
instances of (4) can occur. If we now perform oper’ation (ii) repeatedly on all pairs 
. of vines, starting with the leftmost pair x~+~, yj satisfying (5) and proceeding along 
the path L, we obtain k -- 1 p&wise-disjoint vines @!_, @$, + . . , Sl,_, with no 
occurrences of either (4) or (5). Such vines WC shall call tata~ky-&s~o~nt. Fig. 2(b) 
shows the two totally-disjoint vines which reC. pn applying operations (i) and (ii) 
to the vines in IFig. 2(a). 
We now restrict our attention to konneeted graphs. Although the bounds Ion 
f3(1) and g(t) given in (2) and (3) are established by similar methods, we choose to 
consider the special case of 3-reguhar grzqhs first because it is easier to handle. 
Tbmem 1,. Let G be a 3-regular 3-connected graph which contains a path L of 
length 1. Tbt G contains a cycle r&i& includes at least $l edges of L. 
Proof. Let L = wow1 l l l wE be a path of length E in G, and let 
S:=(Pi[h, vi]: lsic~tt} and 9=(Qj[~j, yj]: lsjqn} 
be totally-disjoint vines on L. Set 
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Simze G is 3-regular, and the arrangement (5) dm:s not occur, we may partition 
the set 
into ordered pairs 
1 Ui+l, ui)9 (&-t-l* Yi) (6) 
and order zd quadruples 
!&+ *i J$+-ir yj9 S!v (q+l, Uj-vlt VI, yi) (7) 
such that the members of any pair or quadruple cccur in that order on L and are not 
separated by the members of any othler pair OT quadruple. 
We now defines three cycles C,, C,, C3 which together cover every edge of H 
exactly twice. It will suflice to describe how each cycle meets wO and how each 
traverses a pair or quadr:lple of the above type” This is most conveniently done 
through diagrams. Fig. 5 shows how the three cycles meet wO. Fig. 6(a) shows 
how, for each possible input, the cycles traverse a pair (z~+r, Vi), and Fig. 6(b) how 
the cycles traverse a qu ldruple ih+ ,, xi+ 1, y., Z:i); pairs (~i+~. yi) and quadruples 
(JL,*y+1., v,, yi ) are traversed simi’larly (the diagrams being reflected in a horizon- 
tal line), 
+---A_-’ 1-1 
(a) 
--’ 
Fig. 6. 
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Note that the cycles together use all three pxsible inpti*~:~ at each stage. It 
follows that every edge of %I is covered exactly twice. Since 1; as of length E, on2 of 
the cycles must include at least $1 edges of L. 
‘The constant 3 in Theorem 1 is sharp. To see th!s, consider the 3connected 
3-regular. graph shown in Fig. 7, This graph can be rep,arded as the tution of a 
path L and two vines, whose paths are single edges, on 1;. It is a roi;atine milt& to 
check that: 
(i) no cycle can inc&Ae more than six consecutivs edges o:f L and every cycle 
whicll includes six consecutive edges of L has length seven; 
(ii) no cycle can include more than two sets of four or five consecutive edgies 
of L; 
(iii) if a cycle includes a set of precisely three -consecutive edges of L, then it 
excludes either the preceding two edges or the succeeding tw D edges. 
These observations imply that the constant $ cannot be improved. 
In the proof of Theorem 1, the cycle cl: which includes at least $l edges of L’, 
must either include all 2 edges of L or at least two edges not in L We therefore 
have the following corollary. 
Corallary I. Let G be a >-regular 3-connected graph which conbizins o path of 
length 1. ‘Then G contains a cycle of length at least $2 + 2. 
Corollarjl 1 establishes the lower bound on g(Z) given in (3). Th4.b upper bound 
is obtained by means of a construction. Let P denote the Petersen graph, and let T 
and t be two nonadjacent vertices in P, with neighbours u, v, u and \v, X, y, 
respectively. We take one cop;f HI of P - t, n - 2 copies Hz, H3, . . . , it,,_ 1 of 
1p - {s. C} and one copy H, OI ,P - s, the graphs Hi being pair-wise-disjtin t ; for 
1 s i 6 n, we denote the vertices of II” corresponding to IL, v, w, X, y by 
Ui, vi, Wi, q, yi, respectively. Let G, be the graph obtained from Ur= 1 Hi by lj.dding 
the edges Wiwi+lvl XiVi +I, yiUi+lv I s i Cn. Fig. 8 depicts Gs. Note that G,, has a 
Ha:milton path (of length 81: + 1) but contains no cycle of lengtlh greats:: than 
7n+2. 
Fig. 8. 
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Now let I be any positive integer. Clearly g( 1) s I -t 1. Thus, if 1 s 16, 
71 
g([)sl+lc$t3. 
On the other hand, if I 2 17, we may 
I=Sn+k+l 
express I’ as 
where n 2 2 and 0 < k < 7’. Consider any graph obtained ‘Ilrom G,, by inflating 
{k/2) vertices into triangles. This graph has a path of lenF;th 1, but contains no 
cycle of length greater than 7n + 2(k/2}+ 2. Therefore 
71+k+17 7E ---_- ‘z 
8 
sx+3. 
4. 5-conntied graphs 
We next consider the case of 3-connected graphs in which some vertices have 
degree four of more. The analysis is rather more complicated than in the 
3-regular case because, although there exist two totally-disjoint vines 9 and 2 on 
L, the subgraph H = L Iu P U Q may have vertices of degree four. Therefore, the 
pairs (6,) and quadruples (7) are not necessarily disjoint-the last vertex of one 
may coincide with the first vertex of the next, as in Fig. 2(b). 
Theorem 2. Le: G bz a 3-connected graph which ccfntaip?s a pith L of length 1. 
Then G contains a qcle which includes ar least $1 edges of L. 
Proof. We define vine:: p and 2 and the sublgraph H of G as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Since the arrangement (5) does not occur, the ordered pairs (6) and 
qu;idruDles (7) are well-defined. However, as noted above, the last vertex of one 
may ccincide with the first vertex of the next. 
To prove the theorem, we shall establish lthe existence of ten cy:les which 
together cover zach edge of L at least four times. As before, we do this by 
describing how the cycles meet \vO and traverse a pair (~i+~, Vi) or a quadruple 
(u, l 19 x,2 17 yi, Ei ). Four of the cycles meet wO like C, in Fig. 5, two like C2! and four 
like C-+ In Fig. 9, ri and si denote the number o11F cycles which traverse ,a given pair 
or quadruple by routes Ri and Sj, respectiveiy. Pairs (Xi+19 yi) and quadruples 
(XI”,’ uj.-1, u,, yi) are traversed similarly (with I,.he diagrams inverted). A broken 
line indicates how a route continues when the vertex incident with it has degree 
three. 
It is convenient to think of a pair or quadruple as a box with three edges 
entering it and three leaving it. Fig. 10 shows the three ways in which a cycle can 
enter any box and the three ways it can leave. The number of cycles which enter 
or leave a box in each of these ways is indica%ted under the box. 
- rc1- m,.- 
Fig. 111. 
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It can be seen that these numbers do not depenc’l on the type of box. Moreover, 
the number of cycles entering a box i!n a particular way is equal to the number 
lcaving irn that way. In general, the)<: il; some choice as to how the cycles can 
proceed from one box to the next. However, it the last vertex of one box 
coincides with the first vertex of ths next box, terrain ccmbinations are excluded. 
More precisely, neither Rs nor S6 nay follow Rs pl)r S5. Therefore, if a cycle uses 
route Rs in orre box, it must use either R1 or S1 in the previous one and either Rz 
or S2 in the next one. Since r,, sl, r2 and s2 are all iat least (in fact equal to) rLi, 
such an arrangement is always possible. 
It is a routine matter to check that eat h edge of L is covered at least four times 
by the ten cycles. For example, the section L[u~+ ,, u,J between a pair (~i+~, u,) is 
covered by each of the three cycles using R4 and once by the cycle using Wj. 
‘This completes the proof of the theorem. We suspect that the constant $ is 
sharp, but have not been able to prove this. 
Theorem 2 has the following ;orolIary, yielding the lower bound on f3(1) given 
ii; r;2). 
Corollar~~ 2. Let G be a 3-connected gmph which tl:ontains a path of length 1. Then 
(5; c9ntuin.s a cycle of lengih at least $Z +2. 
The upper bound on f,(l) is established by means of a construction based on 
ideas of Wormald [7] and Thomassen [5]. I3y considering the graphs one obtains 
from K, 4 on replacing the vertices of depee three by complete graphs which are 
as nearly equal in size as possible, Wormald noted that 
Thomzsen then observed that thisbound could be strengthened by applying 
WormaEd’s construction recursively. 
Let G be a graph which contains two vertices u and u of degree three satisfying 
tb e foilowi;lg conditions: 
(i) given any two edges incide:nt with u (respectively u), there e,xists a cycle of 
Icngth ( including these edges and tj (respec:tivel::- u), where c is l:he length of a 
lorlgzst cycle in G; 
(ii) grven any edge incident ,with u (respectively u), there exists a (u, &path 01: 
length I not including this edg,e, where I is l-he Iength of a longest pa.h iv G. 
We construct a graph G’ from G as follows. 1~ each of four copies of G, the 
vertex t; is split into three vertices X, y, z of degree: one. The four vertices labelled 
X, the four labelled y, and the four labelled 2: are !:hen identified tc? produce three 
vertices of degree four. 
It can be checked that the resutting graph G’ al!+o satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 
Ib/!oreover. if a longest cycle in G has length c’ and a longest path has length 1’, 
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then 
c‘=3c and 1’=~22+2c 03) 
We now define a sequence of graphs G,, G1,. . . by setting Co = K4 and, for 
i 2 1, Gi = (Gi_ 1)‘.. Let the llength of a longest cycle in Gi be q and the letlgh of a 
iongest path be Zi. Then, by (8), 
Ci = 3Ci-1 and 4: -2Ci =2(&_1-2ci-l) 
Therefore 
ci = 3’co = 4.3’ 
and Zi - 2Ci = 2’(J,,- 2,) = -5.2’, SO that 
(9) 
4 = 8.3’ - 5.2’ (10) 
It follows from (9) and (10) that 
c. z. , =;+o(zy) 
where cx = log, 2. This establishes the upper bomd in (2) for certain values of 1. 
The general result is obtained by means of constructions similar to, but more 
intricate than, the one described above. 
5. Limitations of the method 
The method that we have employed to derive lower bounds on ,&(I) and g( 11) 
consists of two stages: 
(i) the construction of two totallv-disjoint vines on the given path; 
(ii) the description of kc qrcles which together cover every edge of the path at 
least ck times. 
Since we have shown that the constang in Theorem 1 is best possible, we know 
that., for 3-regular graphs, no other choice of cycles in stage (ii) could possibly 
yield a larger value of c. We can also demonstrate that, in the general 3-connected 
case, our choice of cycles is nearly opt&al if not, indeed, optimal. Consider the 
module in Fig. 11. It can be checked that, for any 3-ccrrrnected graph which 
contains this module, the cdnstant c canmot be greater than A. 
Therefore the limitations o:F our method lie in stage (i). It might be thought that 
an appropriate choice of vines would lead to some improvement. However, in 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. 
some graphs (for instance the one shown in Fig. 12) there is just one pair cf 
disjoint vines, and a radically different approach is called for. 
6. Extensions to higher connectivity 
The results of this paper generalize to graphs of connectivity greater than three. 
By methods similar to, but more complex than. the ones developed here, Locke 
[4] ha; shown that, for k 24, 
f (0 
, 2k-4 
k - ( -- 3k -4 
f 
and a straightforward generalization of the construction described in Section 4 
yields the upper bound 
where (Y = log, 2. 
We conclude with a conjecture on the behaGour of the function .&J/I. 
In thk connection, it is interesting to note the following thcart:m of Dirac n&i 
Thomasken [3]: in any graph of infinite conneciivity, each finite path is contain& 
in a cycle. 
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